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Comprehensive Regulatory and Compliance Auditing with AlertBoot

Comprehensive Regulatory and Compliance Auditing with AlertBoot
AlertBoot offers individuals and organizations a simple, convenient, and centralized means to deploy and
manage a comprehensive disk encryption and security solution. Accompanied by AlertBoot's 24/7
password recovery helpdesk, the AlertBoot Encryption Suite offers the most complete full-disk encryption
package on the market today.
However, what truly sets AlertBoot miles ahead of other cryptography software is the fully integrated,
user-customized reporting engine. Completely embedded in AlertBoot Central, this reporting engine takes
advantage of the centralized architecture of AlertBoot and utilizes all of the logs, data, and information
collected by AlertBoot Central to make compliance and regulatory auditing as painless as possible:




The ONLY encryption suite with a fully integrated and customizable audit reporting engine
Comes complete with standard compliance reporting (e.g., for SOX, HIPAA, etc.)
Fully integrated with AlertBoot Central to best utilize audit data

AlertBoot Central's web-based architecture is designed to easily synchronize with your machines. Not
only does this allow you or your organization to seamlessly push new upgrades, users, and policies out to
your machines, but it also pulls extensive activity data in from your laptops and other devices.
AlertBoot Central collects and compiles data such as login attempts and information, user actions, and
the disk encryption status of your machines. Collecting such far-reaching data helps increase the overall
level of accountability for both end-users and administrators. Equally important, it provides a
comprehensive audit trail that enables you to fully report on statistics for compliance and regulatorymandated purposes.

With AlertBoot Custom Reporting, you can:






Pick from a list of standard compliance reports for everything from Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) to
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).
Design your own audit reports that fit your unique and specific needs
Create custom formulas and filters to get exactly the data you need
Customize your report results with color coding as well as graphs and charts
Export all reporting to Microsoft Excel or Adobe Acrobat formats

AlertBoot's Reporting allows you to easily access and report on real-time data regarding your encrypted
machines without the need for extensive paper logs, manual inventory audits, and workers' overtime pay
to get it all done. Organizations can audit their machine inventory quickly and painlessly in minutes, in file
formats acceptable for compliance reporting.
Out of all the full disk encryption software packages on the market today, only AlertBoot delivers the
superior auditing and reporting capabilities needed by companies for compliance management. After all,
at the end of the day, it's one thing to say, "Yes, we use encryption,” and quite another to say, "Let me
show you undeniable proof that our devices are fully encrypted and protected.”
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